
DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: I9I00IO2IFUL

Date Application Valid: 6th February 2019

Proposal Treehouse within rear garden (in−retrospect)

Address 21 Ivanhoe Crescent Case Officer:
Wishaw Ms Lisa Smith
North Lanarkshire I
ML27DZ

Local Plan Policies North Lanarkshire Local Plan (NLLP)
HCF 1A (Residential Amenity)
DSP 4 (Quality of Development)

Planning History None.
Site Visit Date(s) Enforcement 9.10.18 and 25.3.19
Weekly List Date 14th February 2019 I Weekly List Expiry Date 7th March 2019
Neighbour 18th February 2019 Neighbour Notification

Expiry Date I 11th March 2019Notification Sent
Advert Date Advert Expiry Date

Siting The application site is located within the rear garden of an existingsemi−detached
house which is located within an existing residential area.

Design and Materials The tree house is completed and is approximately 1.9 metres from ground level
supported by stilts, a fence and an existing tree which has now had to be cut
back substantially due to storm damage. This results in the tree house at its
highest being 4.5 metres high. The tree house itself is 2.5 metres deep, 3.4
metres wide, 2.6 metres high at its highest point and 2.1 metres high to the eaves
and is accessed via single width steps. The tree house has a decked area which
is 2.1 metres high, 1.8 metres deep by 1.7 metres wide at its deepest and 0.9
metres deep and 1.3 metres wide at its shallowest.
There are windows on both sides of the tree house with one at a high level and
the other largely obscured by the tree, the treehouse it is attached to. Since the
treehouse was built the tree which it has been attached to has had to be cut back
to the roof level of the tree house due to storm damage.

The applicant has given a 1.6 metre deep section of their rear garden to a
neighbour directly behind. As a result in the bottom north west corner of the
garden the true depth of the garden remains with the new fence erected
stepping in from the original boundary line giving the impression that the tree
house is sitting on a neighbouring property's fence, when in fact it is
approximately 1.6 metres from the true boundary.

The applicant submitted a support statement advising that;
− What started out as a shed changed to the treehouse to allow the

applicant's daughter and friends to play and be closer to nature;
− The planning department advised the applicant in a phone call to go ahead

and that retrospective planning permission could be sought − there is no
record of this phone call with the Planning Authority.

− Windows have been positioned to protect neighbours privacy and
neighbours who are overlooked have commented positively with no
complaints made;

− Cladding on the tree house was sourced to give a rustic look to blend in
with it surrounds and to be acceptable for neighbours to look at;

− The tree house at the rear is stepped back from the boundary to lessen the
impact on neighbours at the back;

− The removal of the tree as a result of storm damage has negatively
impacted on the aesthetic of the treehouse and the applicant did consider
removing the treehouse but have decided to wait for the outcome of the
retrospective planning application;

− If it is found that the treehouse is negatively impacting on neighbours the
applicant will accept this decision and remove the treehouse.



Daylight/Sunlight The tree house is not considered to shade gardens enough which would justify
refusal.

Boundary Treatment 1.8 metre fence at the rear garden.

Privacy The deck of the tree house allows a panoramic view of all neighbouring gardens
and houses from the north round to the south and there is no mitigation that could
lessen this changed perspective.

Adjacent Levels Garden ground relatively level.

Landscaping (including garden The application garden is approximately 35 metres deep and therefore sufficient
ground) residual garden ground remains

Access, Parking & Turning In−curtilage parking exists and is unaffected by the proposed development.

Site Constraints None.

Consultation Responses The councils housing service had no comments to make.

Representations Two representations from neighbours have been received and following
comments have been made;
1 Obscures view from garden;
2.131ocks sunshine at an area of garden, blocks morning light due to height

and size;
3.Children don't play in it and what will happen to it in the future when

children grow up;
4.Too large to be treehouse and is a shed on a tree branch;
5.Garden is nearer to neighbouring house than it is to owning house.
Owning garden is large and treehouse could have been built at a different
location and at a tower level to lessen impacts on neighbours with
shallower gardens;
6.Dominant, unsightly and unwelcome feature in a household garden
setting and is detrimental to enjoyment of garden;
7.Noise impact and noise appears amplified.

Any Other Material None.
Considerations

Report

Assessment

Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires that planning decisions are made in
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

Development Plan

As mentioned above, the following local plan policies apply; policy HCF1A (Residential Area), policy DSP 4
(Quality of Development)

In terms of policies HCF 1A and DSP 4, the tree house requires to integrate successfully in the local area,
avoiding harm to the neighbouring amenity by relating well to the existing context and avoiding adverse impact
on existing or proposed properties through overlooking, loss of privacy or amenity, overshadowing or
disturbance.

Since the tree house was completed, the tree to which is now attached sustained storm damage and has been
cut down substantially to leave only a small part of the trunk emerging at the roof level of the tree house. This
has had the result of making the tree house appear incongruous to the context, and out of place when viewed
from surrounding neighbouring gardens. In particular, the nearest neighbour at the rear has a direct view of
the 4.5 metre high structure in close proximity to and imposing upon their rear boundary.

By virtue of these clear adverse visual impacts, the development fails to satisfy the amenity protection
imperative of policy DSP4.

As regards other aspects of policy DSP4, the development also impacts to an extent on privacy levels, but it
is not considered to be at a level that would render the proposal unacceptable in this particular respect. As



regards the other aspects of DSP 4, namely, overshadowing and disturbance, the treehouse is not considered
to have any significant effects in this regard at the location.

In conclusion regarding the development plan, the structure is contrary to local planning policy given the clear
detriment to amenity. Therefore, the development should be refused in terms of Section 25, unless there are
material considerations that suggest otherwise.

Material considerations

As regards other material considerations, the applicant has proposed mitigation planting to try and soften the
impact to neighbouring dwellings. However these measures would not be considered to be effective given the
uncertainty of their permanence, not to mention separate high hedge related issues that may arise. The other
points made by the applicant (in regard to the benefits for the children; alleged early advice from planning
authority; privacy protection; rustic cladding; stepped back distance to boundary, and unanticipated loss of the
main donor tree) are all noted and acknowledged. However, they do not counterbalance the basic amenity
failure of the development on site.

Other material considerations are represented through the representations received. It is noted that concern
has been specifically expressed about the treehouse appearing dominant to the nearest affected neighbour
with its height and location being detrimental to enjoyment of the neighbouring garden to the rear. This
representation adds weight to the amenity position already reached on the assessment against the
development plan.

As for other representation points made: the current view enjoyed from a garden is not a material
consideration; sunlight/daylight is not considered an issue sufficient to justify refusal; distinction of the use
of treehouse by adults or children is not material; the distinction between the definition of treehouse and
other outbuildings is not material and; the building is not expected to generate a distinctly different level of
noise from what you would expect in a garden area.

Conclusion

Given its incongruous and out of place location and appearance, the development is not compliant with local
plan policy which seeks to protect amenity. There are no other material considerations that, when fully and
assessed, suggest the proposal should be granted permission. Therefore, in adherence to the assessment
under Section 25, it is concluded that planning permission be refused.

Date 19th March 2019

Reasoned Justification

The development is contrary to relevant local plan policy in that its incongruous, out of place and imposing
appearance is detrimental to the residential amenity and character of neighbouring properties and the wider
residential area.

Recommendation: Refuse for the following reason:

The development contravenes policy DSP4 (Quality of Development) of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan being
detrimental to amenity by virtue of its incongruous and out of place and imposing appearance and by neither
integrating successfully into the area nor relating well to the existing context.


